**Free-Standing Mail Centers**

**ROTARY MAIL CENTERS**

Constructed of 16 gauge steel, heavy duty 3100 series Rotary Mail Centers feature a vinyl finish available in five (5) contemporary colors. Aluminum style Rotary Mail Centers (#3100) are designed to accommodate a combination of five (5) aluminum rack ladder system mailboxes and data distribution system mailboxes (see pages 44-47). Brass style Rotary Mail Centers (#3150) are designed to accommodate a combination of two (2) brass or Americana style rear loading mailbox units (see pages 48-51). To operate, the user unlocks the unit and rotates the inner cabinet 180 degrees so that the rear of the mailboxes are facing the front (see below). After distributing the mail, the inner cabinet is rotated back 180 degrees to the tenant access position. A matching rear cover (#3125) is available as an option upon request. Rotary Mail Centers are ideal in locations where a secure and professional mailbox system is desired.

*Volume Discount Pricing Available at Mailboxes.com!*

**3100**

**DESCRIPTION**

3100 - Rotary Mail Center - aluminum style
• For aluminum rack ladder mailboxes and data distribution system mailboxes - order separately - see pages 44-47

**UNIT SIZE**

30" W x 74" H x 24" D

**WEIGHT**

225 lbs. (without mailboxes)

**PRICE**

$1,350.00

1 Specify

- slate  
- white  
- blue  
- oak  
- walnut

2 Specify

- For U.S.P.S. access
- For private access (order master commercial lock #3175)
SAMPLE Configurations
Sample configurations for Rotary Mail Centers - order mailboxes and data distribution system mailboxes separately. Mix and match to meet specific requirements. Minor assembly required.

ALUMINUM Or Data Distribution MAILBOXES
Rotary Mail Center #3100 - choose any five (5) aluminum rack ladder system mailboxes and data distribution system mailboxes from pages 44-47.

BRASS Or AMERICANA MAILBOXES
Rotary Mail Center #3150 - choose any two (2) brass or Americana style rear loading mailbox units from pages 48-51.

DESCRIPTION
3150\(\text{a,b}\) - Rotary Mail Center - brass style
- For brass and Americana rear loading mailboxes - order separately - see pages 48-51

UNIT SIZE
30" W x 74" H x 24" D

WEIGHT
225 lbs. (without mailboxes)

PRICE
$1,350.00

1 Specify
- For U.S.P.S. access
- For private access (order master commercial lock #3175)

2 Specify
- For U.S.P.S. access
- For U.S.P.S. access (order master commercial lock #3175)